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万别，但都面临着同样的契机与挑战。改革开放近 30 年来，特别是入世 5 年来，
我国民营经济异军突起，发展迅猛，出于与众多跨国企业同样的目的，他们也正
在国际化经营的道路上不断摸索，力图在全球市场竞争中占据一席之地。 















































The economic globalization has been advancing and developing，which causes the 
redistribution and assignment of global resources；As new market situation and 
completing system come into being, more and more enterprises take measures to 
make foreign investment. Aiming at seeking the best mode for integrating the 
enterprise’ resource efficiently, all the enterprises in the world faces the same 
challenges and opportunities, despite their various shapes and different conditions. 
The reform and opening policy has been carried out for three decades, during which 
our nongovernmental enterprises suddenly comes into being as a new force, develops 
very rapidly, especially during the five years after China being a member of WTO, 
they are groping the way of international operation and attempt to take up their own 
positions in the global market, thus keeping pace with many transnational enterprises’ 
strategy.  
 
Base on different theories on foreign investment and transnational operation, this 
paper primarily applies the research method of on-the-spot investigation and case 
analysis, and make a deep investigation into issues as follows: the course Wen Zhou’s 
nongovernmental enterprises going through，the form of their investment, regional 
distribution of investment, as well as the difficulties encountered in the course of 
implementing “Foreign- Oriented” Strategy, and accordingly propose some tactics and 
suggestions helpful to our nongovernmental enterprises to make foreign investment. 
 
This paper arranged as follows: 
 
Chapter 1 reviewing and explaining the theory on Enterprises’ Foreign Investments 
briefly: classical theory on Enterprises’ Foreign Investments，theory on Foreign 
Investments based on small and middle sized Enterprises in developing countries, 
latest development of the theory on Enterprises’ Foreign Investments since 1980 s. 
 
Chapter 2 analyzing the external and internal conditions for our nongovernmental 
enterprises to make foreign investments, and their own conditions, then make analysis 
of the general conditions and particular factors for our nongovernmental enterprises to 













Chapter 3 applying the research method of on-the-spot investigation and research, 
taking Wen Zhou’s Nongovernmental Enterprises as an example, and on the basis of 
the research data , analyzing the experience of Wen Zhou’s nongovernmental 
enterprises in making foreign investment, their scale, form of stock share, regional 
distribution of investment etc., the course Wen Zhou’s nongovernmental enterprises 
going through the form of their investment, regional distribution of investment, 
summarizing the characteristics of foreign investment made by nongovernmental 
enterprises, While discussing the problems and difficulties emerged during this 
course. 
 
Chapter 4 taking several successful regions in the world as examples and making 
comparative analysis of their model of Foreign Investments; then achieving some 
inspirations helpful to our enterprises. 
 
Chapter 5 basing on the above analysis, and taking the problems emerged in the 
nongovernmental enterprises in making foreign investment into consideration; 
propose some measures and suggestions concerning law, government and enterprise. 
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